DIN PRO BOLD
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Din Pro Bold is used for headlines.
Leading is 1:1.
Tracking for large text is -25,
and for small text is 0.

DIN PRO Regular
ABCDEFGHJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz
1234567890

Din Pro Bold is used for headlines.
Leading is 1:1.
Tracking for large text is -25,
and for small text is 0.
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Asset construction is Gold dominant, with the gold gradient rings being the most prominent design element.

The gold, black, and green circles are used only at 5-15% opacity, and should have a gradient mask to soften these elements. These are the only elements that are green. Solid green circles should be used sparingly within the overall composition.

In motion assets:
The black fabric base is a video element. The gold rings and light leak animate.

(Animation references included in asset download)
DOWNLOAD ASSETS